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Drawbacks of File Management Drawbacks of File Management 
SystemSystem

Data redundancy and inconsistencyData redundancy and inconsistency
Multiple file formats, duplication of Multiple file formats, duplication of 
information in different filesinformation in different files

Difficulty in accessing data Difficulty in accessing data 
Need to write a new program to carry out Need to write a new program to carry out 
each new taskeach new task

Data isolation Data isolation —— multiple files and formatsmultiple files and formats

Integrity problemsIntegrity problems
Integrity constraints  (e.g. account balance > 0) Integrity constraints  (e.g. account balance > 0) 
Hard to add new constraints or change existing onesHard to add new constraints or change existing ones
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Drawbacks of File Management 
System (Continue ….)

Atomicity of updatesAtomicity of updates
Failures may leave database in an inconsistent state Failures may leave database in an inconsistent state 
with partial updates carried outwith partial updates carried out
Example: Transfer of funds from one account to Example: Transfer of funds from one account to 
another should either complete or not happen at allanother should either complete or not happen at all

Concurrent access by multiple usersConcurrent access by multiple users
Concurrent accessed needed for performanceConcurrent accessed needed for performance
Uncontrolled concurrent accesses can lead to Uncontrolled concurrent accesses can lead to 
inconsistenciesinconsistencies

Example: Two people reading a balance and Example: Two people reading a balance and 
updating it at the same timeupdating it at the same time

Security problemsSecurity problems
Hard to provide user access to some, but not all, dataHard to provide user access to some, but not all, data
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DATABASE LANGUAGESDATABASE LANGUAGES

DDLDDL

DMLDML

DCLDCL
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Transaction ManagementTransaction Management

A A transactiontransaction is a collection of operations that is a collection of operations that 
performs a single logical function in a database performs a single logical function in a database 
applicationapplication

TransactionTransaction--management componentmanagement component ensures ensures 
that the database remains in a consistent that the database remains in a consistent 
(correct) state despite system failures (e.g., (correct) state despite system failures (e.g., 
power failures and operating system crashes) power failures and operating system crashes) 
and transaction failures.and transaction failures.

ConcurrencyConcurrency--control managercontrol manager controls the controls the 
interaction among the concurrent transactions, interaction among the concurrent transactions, 
to ensure the consistency of the database.to ensure the consistency of the database.
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